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Civil Rights Leaders Blast SC Flag Decision

Detroit - A group of White Civil Rights leaders today blasted the proposal by Republican Governor Nikki Haley to suggest that the Confederate Battle Flag should no longer be displayed in front of South Carolina state buildings.

A scathing statement released by Commander Jeff Schoep, head of the largest pro White Civil Rights organization in America, the National Socialist Movement (NSM88.ORG), blasted the Governor’s Decision as a “knee jerk reaction,” and “served only to further the current atmosphere of Racial divide in America.” Schoep also warns that such statements will serve only to escalate tensions in an already volatile atmosphere.

The outspoken Civil Rights advocate, who was the sole representative of the pro-White viewpoint at last years Conference on Racial Equality (hosted by Black Civil Rights leaders in Beverly Hills, California) went on to state that, “Agree or disagree about the flag, this goes far deeper than that debate. This is an all-out assault on free speech and freedom of expression as well as an attack on the culture and history of ALL Americans."

“Furthermore, remember the true aims of those behind this movement is to demonize anything associated with White cultural preservation, and it will not stop with the ‘Stars and Bars.’ The Gadsen Flag of the Tea Party, and ultimately the American Flag itself will be next on their list if all Americans do not stand against this assault on our freedoms” Schoep adds.

“Like it or not, the rapidly growing Nationalist movement in America will have to be acknowledged and their concerns addressed if there is going to be any hope for avoiding ethnic conflict in America. No justice; no peace!”
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